Introduction
Potassium iodate (KIO3) single crystals are non-linear materials having the largest non-linear optical coefficient among all the iodate crystals. Single crystals with good thermal stability can be obtained by cooling from aqueous solution [1] , which makes it potentially a very useful material with a wide working temperature range. At atmospheric pressure, potassium iodate undergoes several phase transitions with temperature. On cooling, it transforms from the rhombohedral phase I (space group R3m) to the monoclinic phase II (space group Cm) at 485 K, and then to the triclinic phase III (space group P1) at 343 K [2] [3] [4] . Below room temperature, two more phase transitions exist, phase III to phase IV transition at 255 K, and IV to V at 83 K [5] . Phase I is paraelectric while all the other phases are ferroelectric. Based on neutron diffraction data, Lucas [6] argued that phases IV and V have essentially the same atomic arrangement as that of phase III and that the marked differences in the ferroelectric behaviour are originated from domain-and twin-scale changes within the sample. No high pressure work has been reported in the literature for KIO3.
Experimental
The KIO3 single crystal samples used in the experiment were grown from cooling of aqueous solution and the crystals obtained in this way are multi-domain and twinned [1] . Raman measurements were perfonned using the Renishaw Ramascope 2000 micro-Raman system , with a diode laser operating at 782 rim as the excitation source. The spectral resolution is 2 cm-1. High pressure was generated by a gasketed diamond anvil cell (DAC) with 4:1 mixture of methanol-ethanol as pressure medium. A 20X super-long working distance microscope objective lens was used (with numerical aperture NA = 0.35) to collect the Raman signal from DAC. Pressure was calibrated using the well-known ruby fluorescence technique, using 782 nm laser excitation and checked using 488 laser excitation. The ruby fluorescence process using 782 nm excitation involves twophoton absorption of the NIR laser, and the detailed description will be presented elsewhere. The pressures that were calculated from data obtained using both lasers agree well. The observed Raman bands and their assignments are given in Table 1 . All the bands can be assigned to the vibrational modes of the IO3 pyramid: the bands between 150 -200 cm-1 to the v4 modes, the 300 -400 cm-1 region to the v2 modes, the bands at 730, 750 and 765 cm-1 to v1 , and those at 783 and 807 cm-1 to v3. The v1 modes are by far the strongest bands in the spectra, about 20 times stronger than the other bands. The number of observed bands are smaller than expected from the group theory predictions , especially for the v3 and v4 bands. This can be contributed to the low intensity of some Raman bands and the expected overlapping at room temperature which makes it very difficult to resolve closely space bands . Polarized Raman work with good quality crystals may detect more bands. No bands were assigned to the translational modes of the K+ ions since these bands are expected to be below 100 cm-1 and cannot be measured due to the cut-off of the holographic notch filters used the experiment (see latter section). Representative Raman spectra in the wavenumber region above 600 cm-1. For example, the v3 and v4 Raman bands at 3 .6 GPa look quite different from those at ambient pressure. However we cannot rule out the possibility that these relatively small changes are due to the relative orientation of the laser polarization direction and that of the single crystal sample. Another possibility is related to the mufti-domain nature of the sample and the fact that it is not guaranteed that the laser wavenumber region, the two strong v1 bands at 730.5 and 747.8 cm-1 split into three bands. The two stronger v3 bands are also replaced by two new bands. In phase HPI, the Raman bands belonging to the v1 modes continue to soften with increasing pressure, while all the other bands show the expected increase in wavenumber with pressure.
The HPI to HPII phase transition occurs at 8.7 GPa, involving relatively subtle spectral changes. At
In our high pressure studies of ferroelectric materials [7] [8] [9] , we have found that the wavenumber of the v1 mode often decreases with increasing pressure and there seems to be a correlation between the softening mode and structural instability at high pressure. However the other AB03 type ferroelectric materials we studied all belong to the perovskite structure.
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